ON THE DIFFERENTIABILITY OF GENERALIZED
SOLUTIONS OF FIRST ORDER ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS
WITH DISCONTINUOUS COEFFICIENTS^)
BY

ALFRED SCHATZ

1. Introduction. In this paper we shall consider uniformly elliptic equations in
the complex plane of the form
(1.1)

w¡ = A(z)wz + B(z)w + C{z)w + £>(z).

In particular our chief concern will be with the differentiability properties of
generalized solutions of (1.1) in the neighborhood of a point on an arc across
which the coefficients of (1.1) have finite jump discontinuities.
A well-known local result [1], [5] may be stated as follows: If the coefficients
of (1.1) are Holder continuous in G, the closure of a disk G with center at a point
r0, then there exists a closed disk Gx with center at t0 and GXCG such that the first
derivatives of any generalized solution(2) w(z) of (1.1) in G are Holder continuous
in Gi. Suppose now that G is separated into two parts G+ and G~ by a "sufficiently
smooth" simple arc L passing through t0, and that the coefficients A(z), B(z),
C(z), and D(z) are Holder continuous in each of the closed regions G+ and G~
and therefore have at most finite jump discontinuities across L. In Theorem 1, it is
shown that there exists a suitably chosen disk G0 with center at t0 and G0CG, such
that the first derivatives wz and w¿ of any generalized solution of (1.1) are Holder
continuous in each of the two closed regions G0+and G0~separately. This says that
the derivatives wz and wz are smooth up to L in G0 from either side of L and have at
most finite jump discontinuities across it.
In §4 we specialize (1.1) to Beltrami's equation

(1.2)

w¡ = A(z)wz.

Many problems in analysis and geometry may be reduced to the problem of
reducing positive differential quadratic forms [1], with coefficients which have
discontinuities of the first kind across contours, to a canonical form. The above
problem in turn can be reduced to proving the existence of homeomorphic solutions
of (1.2). In Theorem 2 it is shown that if A(z) satisfies the conditions previously
Received by the editors August 26, 1965.
O This paper was supported by Office of Naval Research Contract Nonr(G)00028-64.
(2) That is, w(z) has generalized first derivatives in the Sobolev sense which belong to
Z.Jfc(G)for somep>2 and satisfy (1.1) almost everywhere in G. See also §§2 and 3.
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imposed then every homeomorphic generalized solution of (1.2) has in addition
to the properties stated in Theorem 1, a nonvanishing Jacobian in each of the
closed regions G0+ and Gö and that the image of L0, where L0 = G0 r\ L, is also a
smooth arc. This result may also be used to solve Riemann problems with shifts
on smooth contours by reducing them to Riemann problems without shifts.
In §5, the results of Theorems 1 and 2 are extended to generalized solutions of
quasilinear uniformly elliptic equations of the form

(1.3)

Wi = a(z, w)ws+ b(z, w),

under suitable smoothness conditions on the coefficients.
The proofs of the results in Theorems 1 and 2 are modifications of a method
which is used to prove differentiability properties for solutions of (1.1) in the case
that the coefficients are Holder continuous. It is based on a representation Theorem
due to Morrey [3], and Bers and Nirenberg [4], for generalized solutions of (1.1)
in which the coefficients can be bounded measurable functions. The representation
theorem says that every solution of (1.1) may be written in terms of analytic
functions of special solutions of (1.1) and thus the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2
are reduced to that of finding special solutions with the required regularity properties. This is done in §3. The results for (1.3) follow easily from Theorems 1 and 2.
I would like to express my thanks to Professor H. Weitzner for having suggested
a problem which led to this investigation, Professor L. Bers for his valuable advice
and Miss G. Wollmer for her encouragement during this work.
2. Notation, norms, and generalized derivatives. Let S be a bounded open
region in the complex z = x + iy plane, S its boundary and S the closure of S. Let
f(z) be a function defined on 5. By/ and/ we mean the formal derivatives

(2.1)

g" S /s = \(fx- ify), f_ s /4 = Ufx+ if*)-

We shall often consider functions /(z) which are at first defined in S and then
speak of the values of/(z) (and possibly/ and/) in S. By this we mean that/(z)
(and possibly/ and/) have limits from S at every point z0 on S and these are to be
taken as the values of the function on S.
A function/(z) is said to satisfy a Holder condition on S with exponent 0 < ¡x^ 1

if

(2.2)

H(f,SfrC)=

l.u.b.
21,22 65; 21 #22

^-/"i^1

< °o.

\Z\—Z2|

We now introduce the following Banach spaces for functions defined on S.
C(S) : The space of continuous functions with norm

(2.3)

C(f,S) = max\f(z)\.
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CU(S): The space of functions satisfying

(2.4)

CJJ, S) = C(f, S) + H(f,S,p)< co

for 0 < ,i < 1.

Lip (/, 5) : The space of functions satisfying

(2.5)

Lip(f, S) = Of/, S) + H(f, S, 1) < oo.

Cu(S) : The space of functions having continuous

first derivatives in S and

(2.6) CUf,S) = C(f,S)+ C(fz,S)+ C(fz,S)+ H(f„ S, ,*)+ H(ft,S, yi)< oo.
Ü°%S) : The set of functions defined on S (not a Banach space), which are
summable to the pth power p = 1 on every compact Sx of S and

(2.7)

(J£

\/iz)\>dzdz)llP <M8l.

LP(S) : The space of functions which are summable to the pih power and

(2.8)

Lp(fS) = (JJs l/l' &rfz")1'"
< oo.

Let L be a simple rectifiable arc which contains its endpoints. L is said to belong
to C\ for some 0</xa 1, if when it is written in parametric form with respect to
arc length s

(2.9)

z(s) = x(s) + iy(s),

then the function z(s) has a first derivative which satisfies a Holder condition with
exponent p for 0 < s ^ /, where / is the length of the arc.
We shall now consider the concept of generalized derivatives in the Sobolev
sense and in particular restrict ourselves to the complex plane. For an account of
this theory which is more than sufficient for the purposes of this paper the reader
is referred to Vekua [1].
Denote by Z>î(5) the class of functions having compact support in S and
continuous first derivatives in S.
Definition.

If/, g e L11oc(5')and satisfy the relation

(2.10)

{¡í/ídzd2+¡Wdzd2=°\
where <¡>
is an arbitrary function of class D%S), then g is said to be the generalized
derivative of/ with respect to z (with respect to z).
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We remark that if g e LP°C(S)for some/> > 2 and if g is the generalized derivative
of a function feL\0C(G), then

(2.11)

/e (7,(50,

where p = (p —2)1p and Si is any compact subset of S.
3.1. Statement of Problem and Results. Let A(z), B(z), C(z), and D(z) be bounded
measurable functions defined in a region S. By a generalized solution (or just
solution) w(z) of
(3.1)

w¡ = ^(z)wa-|-5(z)iv-l-C(z)w+Z)(z),

we mean any function w(z) defined in S, which has generalized first partial derivatives in the Sobolev sense belonging to Ll°Q(S) for some p > 2, and which satisfies
(3.1) almost everywhere in S.
Let G be an open disk of radius R with center at t0, and denote by ó its boundary.
Let L be a simple arc passing through t0 which intersects 6 at two points and separates G into two regions G+ and G~. We shall make the following assumptions

regarding L, A(z), B(z), C(z), and D(z) which will be called
Conditions I.
(i) A(z), B(z), C(z), D(z) e C^G*) for some 0 < p.< 1.
(ii) \A(z)\ £K< 1 in G* for some constant #.

(iii) LeCl,

fx as in (i).

We remark that (ii) says that (3.1) is uniformly elliptic and that (i) says that the
coefficients of (3.1) satisfy Holder conditions in the closure of the regions G+
and G~ separately, but are allowed to be discontinuous across L. In what follows,
we shall show that under Conditions I, the first derivatives of any solution have this
same property in an appropriately taken neighborhood of t0 which is contained
in G. The result to be proved is :
Theorem 1. Under the hypothesis of Conditions I, there exists an open disk G0
about t0, G0CG, such that every solution w{z) of (3.1) has the properties

(3.2)

wz, Wis Cß(Ge),

and therefore
(3.3)

w(z)eUp(G0),

where G¿ and Gô denote the intersections of G0 with G+ and G~ respectively and
¡x is given in Conditions I.

Remark. Since the properties sought for are local in nature, we shall assume
that R is sufficiently small so that any circle of radius r ^ R about t0 intersects L
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at exactly two points and separates the disk of radius r into two regions. This can
always be done since L e C¿, 0< ¡x< 1.
3.2. Preliminary to the Construction of Special Solutions. For the purpose of
proving Theorem 1 it will be sufficient for us to consider the inhomogeneous
Beltrami equation.
(3.4)

wz = A(z)wz + F(z),

where F(z) satisfies (i) of Conditions I. Thus the problem reduces to that of constructing the particular solutions of (3.4) with the properties we desire. As a first
step in the construction of these solutions, we introduce a change of independent
variables so that the region G is transformed into one in which L is mapped onto a
straight line segment. To accomplish this, we shall assume that R satisfies the
conditions of the following lemma.
Lemma 1. For R sufficiently small, there exists an orientation preserving homeomorphism i = i>i(z) of G onto another closed region (?i such that:
(i) L is mapped onto a segment Lx of the real axis.
(ii) Gf, the images ofG±, lie in the closed upper half and closed lower half planes
respectively.
(iii) Denote by z = Xi(0 the inverse mapping, then ^x(z) e C¿(G), xi(0 e C¿(Gj)

and\Q2-\U2

= \ inG.

(iv) iz = ß(z)£,z in G, where ß(z) is a known function having the properties
ß0 <\inG
and ß(z) e CU(G).

\ß{z)\ ^

The proof of Lemma 1 follows from the properties of L and the implicit function
theorem. We shall not give the details here.
Assuming for the present that w(z) has continuous derivatives in Gi, we have
that w satisfies the differential equation

(3.5)

w; = A1(Qwt+F1(0

where

a¿q= f{z)~Sk-r
w - F<xi(0),
i—A(z)ß(z) is
and hence from Lemma 1,

(3.6)

AS), FS) 6 QÍGÍ),

1^(01 £ JTX< 1 in Gt

for some constant Kx.
Define the transformation r¡ = ifi2(0 as follows

(3-7)

i, = MO = l+Am

where the + sign is taken for Im £ > 0 and the — sign for Im t, = 0.
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As defined </j2(0 is a sectionally affine transformation which maps the £ plane
homeomorphically onto the r¡ plane, sending the u.h.p. and the l.h.p. onto the
u.h.p. and l.h.p. respectively and leaves the real axis fixed. Denote by £ = X2(v)the
inverse mapping. Then it follows from (3.7), that

(3.8)

I = Xa(,)= -l-^iW-

where the + sign is taken for lm-n^O and the minus sign for Im r¡<0.
Hence <fi2(t)and xtfa) have first derivative with respect to £, £, and 77,ij respectively
which are constants and in general are discontinuous across the real axis unless

A1(0)= A{(0).
Denote by G2, G2, G2, L2, etc., the images of Gt, G^, Gf, L, etc., under the
mapping i?= ^2(0- Introducing 17as a new independent variable, we find that w
satisfies the differential equation

(3.9)

h>5= A2(tJ)wv+ F2(t¡) in

Gi,

where
(3.10)

A2(rf) = ^í(r;) = — w

_Lli

*; ;

for r) e G£,

and where it is easily verified that

(3.11)
Furthermore,

A&lF^eCiGft
the following properties of ^2(i?) follow from (3.6), (3.9), and

(3.10):
(3.12)

Ai(0) = 0.

There exist constants K2 and M such that

\A£(yi)\ Ú K2 < \,

vgG£,

(3.13)
M2W--4a07a)| ^ ^|i?i—^l",

Vi^V2^G£.

It follows directly from (3.12) and (3.13) that

(3.14)

\Ai(v)\ ^ M\v\",

veG¿.

Since the origin is an interior point of G2, there exists a disk G6 of radius S

such that GtCG2. Obviously (3.9) through (3.14) hold in Gi (the intersections of
Gi with G6 respectively).
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Consider the function A6(rj)defined by

At(v) = AHv) = Ai{r¡)

(3.15)

for h| < 8/2, v e Gt,

= 2AÏ(t,)(1- |,|/8) for 8/2 ¿ \v\ £ 8, r, e Gf,

=0

for h| > 8.

Using (3.13), (3.14), and (3.15), it can be shown that
\A}(rj)\ £ M\7,\*

forrieGf,

(3.16)
\At(vi)-A¿(v2)\

Í 5M\Vl-7,a\"

for r,u V2e Gf.

Let

(3.17)

0 < 8 < 1,

then
(3.18)

C(A6, Gt) Ú M8U,

CU(A6,Gf) ¿ 5A/+MS« ^ 6M.

In a similar fashion, consider the function F6{r¡)defined by

Foil) - f/fo) = F/Ol)

(3.19)

for h| ^ 8/2,, e G/,

= 2Fa*(,Xl- hl/8)

for 8/2 < h| = 8,., e Gt,

=0

for h| > 8.

It follows from (3.19) that F6 e Cu(Gt) and

C(FôGt) è C(F2, Gt), H{F6, Gt, /*) ^ 5H{F2, Gt, /*)+ 28-«C(F2, Gt),
and hence
(3.20)

CU{F6,Gt) Ú 5S-«CU(F2, Gt).

Instead of the differential equation (3.9), we shall investigate the differential
equation

(3.21)

U-v= AfaWi + Ffa),

t,gE,

where E is the finite r¡ plane and the functions Ad(r¡) and Fô(tj) are given by (3.15)

and (3.19).
Along with (3.21), we shall investigate the Beltrami equation

(3.22)

rç-4foWu

V^E.

Our aim is to construct two functions V{rj) and U(rj), the first being a homeomorphic solution of (3.22) and the second a solution of (3.21), both having the
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property that their first order derivatives are Holder continuous in Gi. From the
fact that Aó{r¡)= A2(r¡), Fó(r¡) = F2(r¡) in G6I2, it will follow on transforming these
functions back to the z plane, that they are respectively a homeomorphic solution
of Vz= A{z)Vz and a solution of Us=A(z)Uz + F(z) in some neighborhood G3 of

t0, and they have Holder continuous derivatives in Gi.
We shall first consider the following Banach space. Let L6 be the segment of
the real axis —8^r¡1^8, where ?i= r)1+ ir)2. Denote by B the set of functions f(r¡)
having the following properties :
(a) f(rj) is defined and continuous everywhere on E—Là (where E denotes the
finite r¡ plane).
(b) f(r¡) vanishes outside of GÓUL6.
(C)f(v)eCu(Gi),0<fx<\.
(d) Let/*(■>;) denote the values off(r¡) in the u.h.p. and l.h.p., respectively, then

/±(0) = 0.
It is easily verified that B is a Banach space under the norm

(3.23)

ll/IU= CJJ, Gi) + Cu(J,Gi).

It follows from (c) and (d) that for any/e

(3.24)

B

|/*(,)| áTOff/./OM".

We remark that it follows from (3.12), (3.15), (3.18), and (3.19) that A6 e B. In fact,
let h(r¡) be any function which is continuous on E—L6 and such that h(r¡) e Cu(Gi).

Then,
(3.25)

Aâ(r,)h(r,)s B.

3.3. BeltramVs Equation, Construction of a Local Homeomorphism.
first consider the Beltrami equation (3.22), that is

(3.26)

V-v= A6(v)Vn in

We shall

E.

Following the main steps used by Lichtenstein [7], [1] in constructing homeomorphic solutions of Beltrami's equation with Holder continuous coefficients, we
shall construct a homeomorphic solution of (3.26). The difference here is the use
of the Banach space B. We look for a solution of the form

(3.27) viV)= „-i f J miäjä =
™ J Je

z—y

1 f f m^

t J Jg6

z —71

=

where fe B.
For 71e E—L6 we have

(3.28)

V-n
=fi-n), Vn= 1+S(f)= 1-1 JX/tz-^'
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where the last integral is to be taken in the principal value sense. Substituting

(3.28) into (3.27), we obtain

(3.29)

f(v)-AAr,)S(f) = AM),

which is an integral equation for/e B.
It will be shown that S(f) is a contractive mapping of B into itself provided 8
is taken sufficiently small and hence since A0(r¡)e B, there will exist a unique solution
fe B of (3.29). The proof that S(f) is contraction mapping is quite lengthy. We
shall need the following two lemmas. The proof of Lemma 2 follows easily from
well-known properties of singular integrals and will not be included. The proof of
Lemma 3 will be left for the appendix.
Lemma 2. Let fe B, then S(f) is continuous at all points r¡ e E—Lô.

Lemma 3. Letfe B then S(f) e Cu(G~t)and

(3.30)

C(S(f),Gt) i — 11/11
s,

(3.31)

H(S(f), Gt, a»)^ (2m; +25)1/1B,

and hence

(3-32)

C,(S(f), Gt) è (10//Í + 2M; +25)||/||fl)

where M'u is a constant depending only on fj. and where 0 < 8 < 1.

It follows from Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 that for any/e B, S(f) is continuous
outside L6 and S(f) e Cu(G~t). Hence, using (3.25), we have that

(3.33)

AÔS(J) e B,

that is A6S{f) maps B into itself. Since

(3.34) CMäSif), Gt) Û C(A6,Gt)Cu(S(f), Gt) + C,(At, G~t)C(S(f),Gt)
we have using (3.18), (3.23), (3.30), and (3.32) in (3.34)

(3.35)

¡A6S(f)\\B^ 2M(70/,x+ 2M;+25)8« 11/11B
= M;8"\\f\\B,

where M'¿= 2M(70/ij. + 2Mu + 25) and both M and M'u and hence M"u are independent of 8.
Choose S so that

(3.36)

0 < (120M;^)^

< 1,

0 < 8 < 1,
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then

(3.37)

Af;8« < 1.

Hence, by a well-known theorem on contraction mappings [8] it follows that (3.29)
has a unique solution fe B. Thus the function V defined by (3.27) is a solution of

(3.29) and from (3.28) and Lemma 3 we have that
(3.38)

V„ V-ve Cu(Gi).

It follows from (3.27) that V(z) is continuous in the plane and from (3.38) that

FeLip(Gó).
Therefore, F(ti) satisfies a Lipschitz condition in G6 and has Holder continuous
derivatives in Gi and Gf separately but may have jump discontinuities across
L6. Since A0(tj)=0 outside G0 and since the solution of/e B of the integral equation
(3.29) belongs to LP(E) for any 1 ^P<oo, it follows from a theorem of Bojarski
[9], [1] that V(r)) = r) + T(f) establishes a homeomorphic mapping of the r¡ plane
onto the V plane. Returning now to the independent variable z, we see from (3.7)
and Lemma 1 that the closed disk Gil2 (i.e., the disk \r¡\ ^8/2), is mapped one-toone onto a closed neighborhood G3, G3CG, of t0 in the z plane in which the following

holds.
Lemma 4. There exists a neighborhood G3 of t0, G3CG, and a function V(z) such
that V(z) is a homeomorphic solution of
(3.39)

Vz = A(z)Vz

in

G3,

having the properties

(3.40)

V„VteC¿G£)

and FeLip(G3),

where G3 and G3 are the intersections ofG3 and G+ and G~ respectively.

These are all the properties of V(z) which we shall use in proving Theorem 1.
Later we shall need a property of V(z) which we now note. Consider the Jacobian
I^J2 —l^ñl2 in Gi. Since Vv and V^ may have jump discontinuities across Lô,

l^nl2- l^ñl2 may also be discontinuous across L6. From (3.26), (3.28), and (3.30)

W-W
(3.41)

= IW-MíIa)

^ (l-\S(f)\2)(l-\Ai\2)

^(l-10/HI/IUS"Xl-Mí|a) in Gi.

From (3.29) and (3.18) we have

l/IU è \\Aô\\B+\\A6S(f)\\B,
ll/IU^ r^gi-
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Hence using (3.36)
10 „ ... Slt

120MS«

7 ll/ißS < Kl-MM

KU

and therefore from (3.41)

(3.42)

\V„\2-\Vtf £M1>0

in Gt

for some constant Mx. Considering z as a new independent variable, it is easy to
see from (3.7), Lemma 1, and (3.42) that there exists a constant M2 such that
(3.43)

\VZ\2-\VZ\2

ä M2 > 0

3.4. Inhomogeneous Beltrami Equation.

in

Gt.

We shall now turn our attention

to

equation (3.19). That is

(3.44)

U; = AM) U„+ F&,),

rjeE,

where Aó(r¡) and F¿(r¡) are defined by (3.15) and (3.19) respectively.
We shall seek a solution of this equation of the form

(3.45)

£/(,) =-X-\[

■"J Jaâ

m±IéÛdzd2,
z-y

feB.

We have for 17e E—L6

(3.46)

Uj¡= f(v) + F6(v),

U„ = S(f)+S(F6).

Substituting (3.46) into (3.44) we obtain the following integral equation for/efi

(3.47)

fir,) - A6(V)S(J) = A6(r¡)S(F6).

Let 8 satisfy (3.36). We have already shown that AdS(f) is a contraction
mapping of B into B. To prove that (3.42) has a unique solution (any solution
feB would suffice), it is sufficient to show the following lemma, the proof of
which follows in a fashion similar to that of Lemma 1.2 and Lemma 1.3 and will
not be given.

Lemma 5. S(FÓ) is continuous in E-L6 and S{F6) e CJfit)Hence from (3.25) A6S{F6) e B and thus by the theorem of contractive mapping
there exists a unique solution feB of (3.47). Hence U(r¡) defined by (3.45), is a
solution of (3.44) and in view of (3.46) and Lemmas 3 and 5, it has the properties

£/„, U-„e Cu(Gt)

and

U e Lip (Gt).
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Introducing z as a new independent variable and again letting G3 be as in Lemma

4, we have :
Lemma 6. Let G3 be as in Lemma 4. There exists a function U(z) which is a solution

of
(3.48)

Ug = A(z)Uz + F(z)

in G3,

having the properties

(3.49)

Um Uz e Cu(Gi)

and

U e Lip (G3).

3.5. Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following
lemma which is a special case of a representation theorem, due to Morrey [3],
and Bers and Nirenberg [4], for elliptic equations with bounded measurable
coefficients. We shall state it here in our case using the functions constructed in
Lemmas 4 and 6.
Lemma 7. Let G3, A(z) and F(z) be as above, then every generalized solution w(z)

of the equation
(3.50)

wz = A{z)wz+ F(z)

in the domain G3 admits the representation

(3.51)

w(z) = <KV(z))+U(z),

where V(z) and U(z) are defined by Lemmas 4 and 6 respectively and <f>
is an analytic

function in the domain V(G3).
We have as immediate consequence of (3.40), (3.49), and (3.51) that

(3.52)

wz, wz e Cu(Gi)

and

w e Lip (G4),

where G4 is any disk with center at t0 and GiCG3.
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1. We first remark that in the case

that 2?(z)= C(z) = 0 in G, Theorem 1 follows directly from (3.52) by taking
F(z) = D(z) and G0 = Gi. Let us now consider the more general case of equation (3.1).
Let w(z) be any generalized solution of (3.1) in G3. Then from (2.11) we have that
w e CP(G&),where p = (p —2)/p and G5 is any disk with center at t0 and G5CG.
Hence in G5 w(z) is a generalized solution of

(3.53)

w, = A(z)wz+ F(z),

where

(3.54)

F(z) = B(z)w+ C(z)w+ D(z),

and
F (z) e CPl(Gi),

Pl = min (P, ¡x).
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Replacing the disk G by Gs and n by Pl in Lemmas 4, 6, and 7 and in (3.52), we
have that there exists a disk G6, G6CG&in which
(3.55)

wz, ws e CPl(Gt),

w e Lip (G8),

If p1= Li^p then (3.55) completes the proof of Theorem 1 if we take G6 as G0.
For the case where p1= p<p., it follows from (3.54) and (3.55) that

(3.56)

F(z)eCu(Gt).

Hence replacing G by G6 in Lemmas 4, 6, and 7 and in (3.52), we have that there
exists a disk G0, G0CGg, in which

(3.57)

w2,wäe CJßt),

w 6 Lip (Go),

which completes the proof of Theorem 1.
4. Homeomorphic solutions of Beltrami's equation. We shall now discuss
some properties of homeomorphic solutions of Beltrami's equations

(4.1)

w¿ = A(z)wz in

G,

where A(z) satisfies Conditions I of §3.
Theorem 2. Let w{z) be any homeomorphic solution o/(4.1)
disk G0 with center at t0, G0CG, such that

(4.2) (i)

M2-H2>0

then there exists a

in Gt.

(ii) Let t be any point ofL0 (L0=L n G0), then

(4.3)

w(t) e Ci(L0),

dw/ds # 0 on L0,

where differentiation is taken with respect to arc-length s on L.

Proof. Let G3 and V(z) be as defined in Lemma 4. From Lemma 7 it follows
that in G3

(4.4)

w(z) = ¿(K(z)),

where <f>(V)is an analytic function of Kin the domain V(G3). Let t be any point of
L3 (L3=L n G3), then
,. _.

(4-5)

dw

*-*'

dt

dt

,„„,,

../T,

is+w*js=*OT»r.

dt

T. di\

7,+^ s)

exists at all points on L3 and where by wz, w¡, Vz, and Vz we mean the limits taken

from either G^ or G3. Let G0 be any disk with center at t0, G0CG3. Then it follows

from (3.40) and (4.5) that on L0 (LQ=L n G0) that

(4.6)

dw/ds e CU(L0) hence

w e C¡¡(L0).
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(4.7)

M2-H2
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of G3 it follows that <f>'(V(z))^0 in G3,

= W(V(z))\2{\Vz\2-\Vz\2) ^ J0 > 0 in

Gi

for some constant /0. From (4.5) and (4.7) we have for tsL0

(4.8)

\dw/ds\Ï |f (K(f))|(| Vz\-1 Vz\)> 0.

Statements (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8) complete the proof of Theorem 2.
5. Quasilinear equations. The results of Theorems 1 and 2 may be easily
generalized to quasilinear uniformly elliptic equations of the form
(5.1)

wz = a(z, w)wz + b(z, w).

Let t0, G, G+, G~, and L be as before. Regarding the coefficients a(z, w) and
b(z, w) we shall make the following assumptions.
(1) a(z, w) and b(z, w) satisfy a uniform Holder condition with exponent ¡x on
G± xSk, where Sk is any closed disk \w\ ^k and k is arbitrary. That is, there exists
a constant M(k) depending only on k such that for all z1 and z^^eG* and any wx
and w2 e Sk
\a*(zlt

w1)-a±(z2,

w2)\ ú M(¿)(|z1-z2|«+|w1-w2|'í),

(5.2)
|**(zi, w1)-Z>±(z2, w2)\ Ú M(k)(\z1-z21u+\w1-w2\li),

0 < p. < 1.

(2) Uniform ellipticity: for all z in G* and all w
(5.3)

\a(z, w)\ á a0 < 1.

By a solution w(z) of (5.1) we shall mean any function w(z) having generalized
first derivative (in the Sobolev sense) which belong to Lp°(G) for some p>2, and
which satisfies (5.1) almost everywhere in G.
Theorem 3. Under conditions (5.2) and (5.3) there exists a disk G0, G0CG, such
that every solution w(z) o/(5.1) has the properties

(5.4)

wz, w¡ e Cu(Gi)

and hence

w e Lip (G0).

Proof. Let w(z) be any solution of (5.1) then, we CP(G2), p = (p —2)/p, where
G2 is any disk with center at t0 and G2CG. Then \w(z)\ ^k2 on G2 for some const k2.
In view of (5.2) we have for all zls z2 e G^

la^Kzi^-a^wíz,))!

^ M2|z!-z2|^,

(5.5)
\b*(zlt wiz^-b^z,,

w(z2))\ í M2\Zl-z2\^
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for some constant M2 which depends only on k2, p, p., and CD(w,G2). Hence as
functions of z
(5.6)

a(z, w(z)), b(z, w(z)) e CDll(G2).

We have from (5.3) that w(z) satisfies an elliptic equation of the form
(5.7)

w¡ = a(z)wz + b(z)

in

G2

where the coefficients satisfy Conditions I with pp.<p- replacing p.. Thus Theorem 1
is satisfied and there exists a disk G1( G±CG2, such that

(5.8)

w(z) e Lip (Gi).

In view of (5.3) we have for all zu z2e Gt,
|a±(z1,w(z1))-a±(z2,w(z2))|

= M1\z1-za\",

\b*(z1M'i))-b±(za,wiza))\

Í Mx\zx-z2\\

(5.9)
where Mx is a const depending only on k, and Lip (w, Gj). Hence

(5.10)

a(z, w(z)), b{z(w(z))) e Cu(Gt).

Applying Theorem 1 to (5.7) in the closed disk Gx we have that there exists a disk

G0, GoCGj, such that (5.4) holds.
Theorem 4. Under conditions (5.2) and (5.3) there exists a disk Gu G^Gí
that every homeomorphic solution w(z) of
(5.11)

wz = a(z,w)wz

in

such

G

has the properties that
(5.12)

(i)

\wz\2-\wz\2^J1>0

in

Gt

for some constant Jx.

(ii) Let t be any point ofL^, LX=L n Gu then

(5.13)

w(t) e C¿(Ii),

dw/ds # 0 on Lx.

Proof. From Theorem 3 we have that w e Lip (G0) for some appropriately
chosen disk G0CG. Hence a(z, w(z)) e Cß(G0) and the conditions of Theorem 2

are satisfied with G0 replacing G. Let G1; GXCG0,be any disk for which (4.3) and

(4.4) hold and hence (5.12) and (5.13) follow.
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Appendix
Proof of Lemma 3. Let G26 be a disk of radius 28 with center at the origin and
G26 and G26 be the corresponding parts of G2i which lie in the upper half and lower
half planes respectively. Then since/=0 outside G¡

S(/)--±ff
Ä**--iff
t J Jg6 (z-v)2

/%dzdz

» J Ja21 (z—n)2

^içç
m ,.„ re Ä**
m
if JffiL**-Iff
T JjJg¿Az—o)

= gi(y)+g2Ív),

J JGÎô
"JJaniz-n)

ycGt-

We note that

(A.2)

as, Gà) = as, Gt),

h<j, g2%^ = h<s,Gt, ¡*).

Denote by gt(rj), gí(r¡) (gi(y), g2(y)) the values of g^) (g2(y)) for r¡ e Gt and
Gt respectively. In what follows we shall estimate the moduli and Holder constants
°f giiv) and gï(y). It can be easily seen that the same estimates may be obtained
for g2(r¡) and g2(y) respectively. Many of the integral estimates we shall need are
classical and may be found in Vekua [1], if such is the case we shall merely say
that the estimate may be obtained in a standard manner. Consider first gi(y).

(A.3) gi(v)
- -I SiJ^-fWkM
<A-4> +*- ¿ L &

='>+'*

**w=¿ L iß

V)2

Splitting the boundary integral into two parts it can be easily seen that

j_ rr2i
*ÔAW

(A.5)

xxdx
dx i2
. 2 f"
f*
S2
dd
27TIJ _ M (X- rj)2+ n J0 (28e« - r,)2

1 /.
7J-2S
48v
.r*
= 2^-(l0g^T2S
+ (^482)
+ 4'I

82
(2^-,)^)'

,A

where we take any single valued branch of the log cut from —28 to 28 along the
real axis. For r¡ e G¡ or Gt we have S^h + 28|^3S and using (A.5), a computation
shows that

(A.6)

l#-0?)l=4

for^eGi.

Using (A.6) and (3.24) in I2 and a standard estimate for 7Xin (A.3) we find for
|gí"(ij)[ and in a similar manner for |g2 (tj)| that since 0</¿< 1,

(A.7)

\gi(r¡)\ tk ^ H(f, Gt, /*)8-,

|ga-(,)| ^ i5 //(/ GÄ-,/*)«"•
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Consider gï{-ij) which is an analytic function of r¡. A separation of gï(?j) into
two parts as is (A.3) will not easily work since f(r¡) is in general discontinuous
across L6 and/(z)—f(r¡) does not satisfy a Holder condition. This however may be
overcome by noticing that for r¡ e G', 77belongs to Gi and for any z e G2i
(A.8)

|z-7j|

^ |z-7i|.

Then since 0<p< 1,

(A.9)

gf (,) = -I jj^MzM

(A.10)

\h\SH{f'Gi'Ü\[
T

dzd-z-mvaS(ri)= /3+/4,
^dzdzí'-HUGi,^.

J Jait \z—V\

P-

Using (A. 10), (A.6), and (3.24) in (A.9) we obtain

(A.ll)

\g:(v)\ s; 19
p. H(f>Gi,p.)8",

\g£(r,)\ï 1°
p. H(f Ga",fx)8",

where the estimate for ]^¿"(-17)|may be obtained in a similar fashion. Combining

(A.7) and (A.ll) we obtain

(A.12)

\S(f)\ â - (H(f, Gi, tx)+ H(f, Gi, p.))8"

for 7,e Gi.

We shall now estimate the Holder continuity of S(f) in Gi and Gi. Let tij,
7i2e Gi then

„ +( \ „ +( \ (Vi-Vz) ff
f(z)-f(vi)
A„j,
gl
(rh)-gl ^ = -ÏJ U (z-.2)(z-7,i)2
dz
dz
*¡¡

(j^>-jv'2>.dz

(A.13)
+ (/(,2)-/(,1))(^

+ ^^^

+ ^2))

+f(Vi)(<t>'a}JiVi)-<f>'a¿J<V2))
= h + h + I-,+ 1».
75 and I6 may be estimated in a standard way. It can be shown that

(A.14)

|/,|, |/6| ¿ M'.H(J,Gi, iObx-ijal*,

where M'ß is a constant which depends only on p., 0</x< 1, and in particular is

independent of 8. It follows from (A.6) that
(A.15)

|/7| u9H(J,Gi,ix)\Vl-r,2\»

and a computation using (A.5) shows that

(A.16)

l^iW-2>)l

ú ^ hi-7,,1"
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for any i/j, t)2 both belonging to either G+ or G". Using (A.16) and (3.24) we obtain

(A.17)

|/,| * l6H(f, Gt, lObi-*]".

Combining (A. 14), (A. 15), and (A.17) we have

(A.18)

lsíO?i)-SÍfoa)| = (2M;+ 25)//(/ ff/, ^foi-lal*.

and in a similar fashion one can obtain

(A.19)

\g2(vi)-g2ÍV2)\ è (2M'lí+25)H(f Gt, fOhi-flil".

We shall now estimate the Holder continuity of the analytic function gf (77).
This again can be easily done by using the device previously used. Namely if
Vi, V2e Gj then ij1( r¡2 e Gt and it can be easily shown that

„-( \ „-( ^

0?i-qa) ÇÇ
+

f(z)-f(vi)

j_ Js

--^\\(M-/(^\dzdz
r
J J (z-172) (z—qj

(A.20)

+(IM -Avi))[-^3^-hifr*))
+f(Vi)(<f>àii(yi)-hîSr>2V
" /9+ /io + /n + /i2For z e G¿¿ the inequalities |z —^i| ^ |z —17J and |z —^2| ^ |z —ij2| hold and therefore IB and 710may be estimated by

(A.21)

[/9|é tosí
Hif,Gt,M)JffJcái >
fr* u.,
w
|z-ij2||z—i/i|
á M;H(f,Gt,P-)\vi-V2\u,

(A.22)

|/10| = m;//(/ Ga+,iOht-^,1*.

where M¿ is the same as in (A. 14).
The estimates for /n and 712proceed in the same manner as those for /7 and IB
and we obtain

(A.23) |/u| Ú SH(f,Gt,p.)\vi-V2\u,

I/12I^ ló^í/G/.^hi-^l«.

Combining (A.21), (A.22), and (A.23) we have

(A.24)

Ift-OiJ-frWI ^ (2A/;+ 25)/i(/ G/, ^hx-ijal»,

and in a similar fashion

(A.25)

kíO»i)-SÍOjs)l= (2M;+25)#(ZG,",/Ohi-^l".
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Combining (A.18) and (A.25), (A.19) and (A.24) respectively we have

(A.26)

H(S(f), Gi, p.) ï (2M'U
+ 25)(H(f, Gi, p) + H(f Ga",p.)).

Since the estimates (A. 12) and (A.26) are independent

of the distance to the

boundaries Gi and G¿"it follows that S(f) e CJfii) and

C(S(f), Gi) ï - ¡/lu,

H(S(f), Gi, p.) í (2M'U+25)||/||B,

r

which completes the proof of the lemma.
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